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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events, up to and including the
club night on May 10th will NOT take place. You will
find information on section events from Mid-May
onwards – approximately 6 weeks away. There is
absolutely no guarantee that these events will take
place, the dates are for planning purposes only. We
will continue to update the calendar, based firmly
on government guidelines at the time. You can be
assured that the health and welfare of section
members will be our only priority.

Ducati’s “Marmite” machine – the Paso 906 - draws
delight and disdain in equal measure. Personally, I
can’t see what’s not to like about this 1990 model,
with its enclosed bodywork, penned by Bimoto
legend, Massimo Tamburini. Add to that, a watercooled 900cc “Vee” twin, some Brembo brakes and
a guide price of just £2,500 - £3,500 and you have a
lot of “bangs for your buck”.
If you think you might need a touch more “grunt”
than the 85BHP of the Paso, then this 1982 Laverda
1200TS Mirage might fill the bill.

It will be fascinating to see how prices hold up in
today’s climate. You can see the whole catalogue
and find out how to bid on the H&H website.

This statement will be continually updated to reflect the
ever changing situation.

Saturday May16th, meeting at Fforest Inn,
Llanfihangel-nant-Melan, LD8 2TN at 10:00 for a
10:30 start. – TRAIL RIDE
SEE “IMPORTANT NOTICE” – WILL BE REVIEWED

FUTURE EVENTS
Tuesday April 7th – H&H Motorcycle auction –
National Motorcycle Museum, Solihull B92 0EJ.
NOW A “BEHIND CLOSED DOORS” AUCTION WITH
INTERNET, PHONE AND COMMISSION BIDDERS ONLY
Lurking amongst the wide range of machines on
offer in this excellent catalogue, are these 3 Italian
beauties.

500cc Moto Guzzi Nuovo Falcone exudes
“character”. This tidy ‘72 example, is guided at an
ambitious £4,000 - £5,500, so it might not find a buyer.
It would look better with a period top box, or better
still without one at all.

Described by Bike magazine as being “A very fast
bike still, but with a little less of the Jota's raw brutality
and a little more refined gentility,” these 1116cc
triples offered a better riding positon for touring than
the standard Mirage plus a small fairing. Equipped
with excellent Brembo brakes and the best lights
that Bosch could offer, they were, despite their
tendency to vibrate at motorway speeds, very
popular at the time. Too heavy, too tall and actually
kicking out exactly the same horsepower as the
nimble Paso, they are not for me, but if you could
buy this at the lower estimate of £5,000, it could be
a good investment.
And finally for something completely different…...
Described by North Leicester Motorcycles’ Stuart
Mayhew, as “An escape from frenzy, a complete
antidote to stress and a lot cheaper than pills”, the

Thursday May 21st 7:00 p.m. - Club night and
(optional) navigational challenge – The Moon at
Mordiford, HR1 4LW
Just meet up for a chat and a bit of harmless tyrekicking or enter our fiendish navigation challenge
designed to take you down narrow lanes, to places
you've never heard of!
Friday 22nd May - Leominster Classic & Vintage
Motorcycle auction – Brightwell’s, Easter’s Mart,
Leominster, HR6 0DE.
Our suggestion that the “barn find”1928 G8 “Big
port” 500cc AJS might be too good to be true, was
well and truly put to rest by finder (and vendor) John
Harding, who kindly sent us this picture dated
11/3/60. He confirms that….”The AJS G8 is a proper
"barn-find" and had stood untouched for 50 years. It

came from a real barn in rural Oxfordshire, just
outside Witney.”

John, speaks with some authority on these ‘Ajays’ –
he fully restored a 1928 K8 himself. Formerly the
property of Dave Joyce it won best in show at the
Bristol Classic Bike Show 4 or 5 years ago.
John still thinks that the 350cc“Big port” is a better
bike, but feels as there are far fewer of the 500cc
bikes about, they are more sought after.

We still maintain that, if it sells for its guide price,
(£8,500 - £9,500) it will make its new owner very
happy.
Entries for this sale close on May 1st. To find out how
you can enter a machine(s), place a bid or see the
full catalogue, take a look at their website.
Restrictions similar to the H&H auction can be
expected

Sunday May 24th - Market Square, Bromyard, HR7
4BP 10:00 for 10:30. – Three Wheels on my wagon.
A route designed especially for 3 wheelers, avoiding
grass strips and very narrow lanes. About 50 miles,
with a coffee stop along the way. Solos of any
shape and size are of course welcome too. We will
finish for lunch at The Three Horseshoes, Little
Cowarne, Bromyard, Hereford HR7 4RQ.

Sunday June 28th – Herefordshire on the Edge,
starting 09:00 from the Traveller’s Rest, Ross-on-Wye,
or The Lion at Leintwardine.

Subject to Government advice at the time, this event
will still go ahead. We will confirm (or cancel) at the
end of April.
If cancellation is necessary, anyone who has
already paid to enter will receive a full refund or can
elect to have their entry carried forward to 2021.
Hereford’s Mick White, rode the event in 2018 and
wrote this report for the “Desmo”, the Ducati Owners
club magazine.
RIDING ON THE EDGE
Nothing much happens in Herefordshire. It’s pretty
sleepy. Apples are grown, cider is made and the
bulls are impressive but don‘t move much. There are
lots of sheep, who also don‘t move much. Country
lanes are extremely narrow and often strewn with
gravel, and are populated by giant tractors with
trailers the size of a house, horse boxes, joggers,
cyclists, dog walkers and kamikaze squirrels. If you
like the National Trust, English Heritage, churches
and sleeping, this is the place for you. I’ve lived here
for about three years and despite all that, it is
actually a lovely county.
BEATING THE BOUNDS
Once a year the Herefordshire section of the VMCC
organises a “beating the bounds” event called
Herefordshire on the Edge, and I entered it. It’s a bit
like a daily stage of the Motogiro d’Italia without the
red arrow markers but including the goat track, and
instead of place names like Asconi Piceno,
Salsomaggiore Terme and San Giovanni in

Marignano, you get Wormelow Tump, Clehonger or
Ocle Pychard. But it was a hot, sunny day, just like
on the Motogiro, and the roads were mainly empty
because the World Cup was in full swing.
A “TRAILIE” WITH AN ELECTRIC LEG
The ideal bike for the job would be a light,
comfortable trail bike with mirrors, winkers, an
electric leg and one of those route roller thingies on
the handlebars, or, if you’re a softie, a satnav. I rode
my 60-year-old Ducati single which has none of the
above. But as I needed to scrub in new tyres and
generally get the bike sorted prior to a good
thrashing at the upcoming Festival of 1000 Bikes at
Mallory Park, it seemed a good idea at the time.
I elected for the start/finish at Ross-on-Wye in the
south, and visited Malvern in the east, Leintwardine
in the north (excellent lunch in The Lion), and Hayon-Wye in the west, with many hidden-away
waypoints in between.

me) who were out for a stroll. “If you carry on down
that way, turn left, then right, or is it left, no maybe
it’s right, I’m not really sure, I could be wrong, you’ll
come to a main road,” they advised. “But I’m not
looking for a main road,” said I. “Where are you
heading for?” “Elton.” “Ooh, we don’t know where
that is, but you should definitely go down that way.”
I thanked them, put my maps away, bump-started
the Duke in the direction they insisted I took
(because it was downhill), turned round, and
blatted off in the opposite direction. I passed a
bloke trimming his hedge three times in about ten
minutes. But eventually I found Elton, down the sort
of lane where you think “Do they really expect me
to ride a motorbike down there?”

Duke won an award as the bike the organisers
would most like to take home. Fortunately, however,
it was me who took it home.

Herefordshire eventually went back to sleep, but 78
vintage and classic bikes including a Silverstone
Super with a Conti “mega” sure as hell woke it up for
a day.
Sat & Sun July 11th & 12th VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes
– Mallory Park
STILL SCHEDULED TO GO AHEAD AT THE MOMENT BUT
UNDER CONTINUOUS REVIEW.
Entry forms for the 2020 VMCC Festival of 1000 bikes
can be downloaded from the VMCC website, or
you can call the VMCC office.

I certainly went through parts of the county I hadn’t
seen before and I did get hopelessly lost on two
occasions. If you have ever wondered where the
middle of nowhere is, I found it.
“WHERE ARE YOU HEADING FOR?”
It makes Brigadoon look like Piccadilly Circus. There
I was, standing at the side of a lane with maps out
and reading glasses on, when I was approached by
two elderly ladies (actually, probably younger than

The bike went onto reserve sooner than I
anticipated, and I ignored one garage because it
didn’t have 97 octane super juice. You shouldn’t do
that in Herefordshire. I bet you’ve had at least one
of those occasions when you’re sure you’re about
to run out of fuel miles from anywhere, and then
suddenly in the nick of time a petrol station pops up
out of nowhere. Well a huge Shell emporium selling
V-Power did just that and saved my bacon.
I covered 197 miles in total and the bike didn’t miss
a beat. I ended up with a bronze medal and the

Sunday August 16th – The British Motor Museum,
Gaydon CV35 0BJ - Banbury Run 2020 – Date
changed from Sunday May 31st
John Macklin has entered on his recently acquired
1927 596cc Scott 3-speed Super Squirrel and is
looking for team mates to form Team “Wye Not 2”.
John tells us……..”I have been searching for a
lightweight Scott for a while which I could use on the
Banbury Run. Most early Scotts seem to fetch high
prices, but this bike was advertised on eBay for what
I thought was a reasonable price.

I drove up to Leeds to inspect the bike, the only
downside on inspection was it had no kickstart and
the hand charge had been converted to a foot
change. The owner had only used the bike for
sprints, he last used the Scott on the IOM Ramsey
sprint last year. It started easily on the rollers and
road tested OK, so we agreed a price and I brought
it home. I am now going to fit a kickstart and
change a few gaskets.”

Even if you don’t have a suitable machine, to ride
at Banbury, do make the effort to go and see this
amazing spectacle.
Several section members took part last year,
including Chris Richards and section Chairman
Geoff McGladdery. They have entered again this
year and along with Rob Woodford, to form team
“Wye Not”.
Entries are now open and forms can be found on
the VMCC website. Entries are on a strict “first come
– first served” basis, so don’t delay.

“About as straightforward a bike as Hinckley could
produce, and also happened to be one of the best
of the early machines. The three-cylinder motor was
distinctive, flexible and robust, the handling, though
tall, better than the average roadster and it was
comfortable, attractive enough and versatile, too.
No wonder the Triumph Trident lived longer than
most of the early bikes.”

NB Prices are the advertised asking prices and are correct at the
time of writing, We have not verified any of the details vendors
have used in their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility.

HARLEY DAVIDSON PAN AMERICAN
I know it’s a brand new bike and shouldn’t really
concern us too much, but the piece on the new
Harley in issue 46, created a lot of interest. Most
frequently asked question is “How heavy will it be?”
The answer can’t be good news, as you can find, in
the pre-launch blurb every other detail you need….
Except that!
I’m curious to know what’s wrong with the other side
of the machine. All the pictures I can find on the
internet only show the right hand side!

This shaft drive Kawasaki 1989 GT550 – also on eBay
is advertised at £750 with offers invited. Ready to ride
with 6 months MOT, but high mileage at 60,500.
Described by a serial owner of these bikes as “Totally
dependable, good at everything, brilliant at
nothing…………Very reliable; goes all day without
problem. Had these bikes many years ago, and they
will do 150,000 miles if you look after them well, or
100,000 miles if you do not look after so well…..Sound
bikes; the couriers can’t all be wrong.”

UNDER £1000

The second in our series which finds useable bikes, ready
to run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

This 1993, Hinkley built, 900cc Triumph Trident Sprint
has lain dormat for 7 years. With 12 months MOT and
only 29,000 miles on the clock, it’s advertised on
eBay at just £900 and might even be bought for a
little less. Described in a 2014 MCN review as……

The leather chaps remain unsold, but we do have
good news on tattoo removal. Derek Magrath,
Proprietor of Vintage Metal in Colwall, thought it
would be…….. “Very easy and I will be happy to do
it. I use a butane torch for small tattoos and an
oxy/propane torch for larger ones. My rates are
reasonable.” Don’t call us, Derek, we’ll call you!

ONLY GO OUT FOR ESSENTIAL SHOPPING!

INTERCOMS
Phil and Sue Harris have kindly shared their
experiences with Intercoms……….”Sue and I have
used bike-to-bike intercoms for several years. Our
first units were walky-talkys on armbands with plugin leads up to a microphone and a speaker
velcroed inside our helmets.

VOX SYSTEM

They used the 'vox' system where talking triggered
the transmit and hence the first syllable of everything
you spoke was lost... so we adopted a 'rhubarb'
before we started speaking to make sure we got all
of what was being said !
Unfortunately, the 'vox' system also senses when you
are not speaking in order to turn off the transmit... so
if you pause too long mid-sentence you get cut off,
and if you dont leave long enough after you finish
speaking before you start again... the other person
doesnt get their say ! The range was never as good
as using the walky-talky away from motorbikes, but
then thats what you get when trying to use a radio
next to an unsuppressed spark plug !

Nevertheless, they allowed us to talk about the
things that we went past etc, including reminding
each other to look at nice views... so long as the
other wasnt talking !
SENA SMH10
We then spent more money and bought some
modern purpose-built motorcycle helmet intercoms
(Sena SMH10) which were a revelation.

They are so much smaller you can forget they are
there, allow both of you to talk at once (good and
bad!) and the sound quality is superb.
The range is if anything worse than the walky-talkys,
but then they are of such higher sound quality that
feels like a good trade-off.
UNSURPRESSED SPARK PLUGS
We have used them leading runs, where the tailend-charlie can then (usually) keep the leader
informed of delays. Doesnt work so well on a straight
road with a dozen bikes with unsuppressed spark
plugs in between though ! We have also found them
invaluable doing veteran and vintage runs, as they
allow a quick “I've stopped”, to alert the one in front
of some trouble!
We would recommend modern intercoms to
anyone now, as they turn any ride into a shared
event. Just don’t believe the range data though, as
its for 'line of sight', and any kind of building, big
hedge, artic, hill, trees or motorbike convoy gets in
the way.”
Mick (The Mole) Smith and partner Rose told us
that……. “Like a lot of riders, we started off with

simple signals from the unlucky pillion who had little
control over their safety other than a tap on the
shoulder if you where overtaking in dangerous
places or a hand on your nether regions which
brought you back in line. Time moved on and we
bought an intercom. This helped to reduce the
pressure on the nether regions but early versions had
a lot of cables between each other and the bike
which you tended to forget when getting off. Now
we have a Scalarider Pro Blue tooth headset (like
the one below) which makes our ride outs more
enjoyable and any pressure on the nether regions
more seduction than navigation!.” Where exactly
are the “Nether” regions – I can’t find them on
Google maps (Editor)

GRINDLAY PEERLESS
Dennis Beale was able to provide more information
on the Grindlay Peerless featured in issue 46. He
writes…………. “It was fitted with said sleeve valve
engine. It did belong to Ted Beckham who sold it
maybe 30 or so years ago to Joyce Cobbing. Arthur
Lewis then had it on loan from Joyce and used it
regularly in VMCC Cotswold Section events. Joyce
had it back from Arthur about 15 years ago (only
seems like yesterday) and subsequently sold it to
Sammy Miller. The tank fitted to the machine was
not correct and Sammy Miller told her he would

have one made to the correct pattern. I assume it is
now in the Sammy Miller museum?”

Bill Danks, however had a slightly different take on
the G.P.
“Gentlemen, oh dear, what have I done? Trust a
Brummie to open up a can of worms. That said I’m
so pleased Dennis came to the rescue in order to
clarify some issues raised in Newsletter 46 in order to
steer us towards a conclusion but, it has raised more
questions than answers.
Firstly the Grindlay Peerless shown on a ‘green lane’
during a past ‘Felix Burke’ has two exhausts and
silencers so it must be a 1000cc v-twin. Also check
out the forward facing magneto timing cover with
the front exhaust pipe tucked inside against the
restored example of the GP Barr and Stroud v-twin
in the Miller Collection. Thanks to Dennis the rider is
identified as Arthur Lewis, well at least I got the Arthur
bit correct! Sadly the bike’s front number plate is
absent. However that said from Dennis’ historical
input we can safely say that the rare beast ridden
by Arthur is the ex-Joyce Cobbing GP Reg. No. MK
1514 in the Miller Collection.
Now moving onto my photo in Newsletter No.46
showing Ted Beckham astride his single cylinder
Grindlay Peerless sporting Reg. No. RE 7417. Ted had
three GP’s in his collection, a 350, 500 and the 1000
v-twin. From the information on the DVLA web site, I
suspect and it’s only a suspicion around September
1972, Ted requested age-related reg.no’s for the 350

and 500. Looking closely at LE 74 numbers either side
(down to 7405 and up to 7425) of Ted’s RE 7417 it
appears they were allocated exclusively to veteran
and vintage cars and motorcycles from late 1971 to
early 1973. Remember at that time despite their
age-relation, reg.no’s were transferable and certain
individuals made ‘extra bucks’ selling on a valuable
plate after allocation. The DVLA soon shut that door
and reg.no’s for many years have been nontransferable.
Please stay with me chaps, I promise I’m getting
there! Looking a Ted’s photo and the Miller GP there
is a striking difference. Ted’s 500 GP has Castle girder
forks with a plain mudguard whereas the Miller GP
has Webb pattern? girder forks and a valanced
front mudguard. Is the Miller single cylinder GP the
elusive 350cc piece of the Beckham jig-saw and
was the transferable reg. no. LE 7419 transferred by
persons unknown onto the 1904 DeDion-Bouton
before Sammy got his hands on the GP single
cylinder?

Now Sammy Miller is an absolute perfectionist in all
matters motorcycling and it would be a brave man
who would be prepared to question the heritage of
Grindlay Peerless LE 7419.
From the DVLA Information I conclude Ted’s 500 GP
LE7417 is still with us but has been slumbering
somewhere unknown since 1989
We’ll probably never get to the bottom of this
conundrum and sadly the principal characters are
no longer with us to steer us towards a satisfactory
resolution but hey what fun we’ve had whilst we are
unable to ride our motorcycles.”

BILL CROSBY
We’re sorry to have to announce that Bill Crosby,
one of the cornerstones of British motorcycling
history has died aged 87. Born in 1932, Bill became
the proprietor of “Reg Allen Motorcycles” in 1958 at
the tender age of 26. Typical of bike shops at the
time, Bill worked on everything and anything, sold
new. “new old” and second hand parts and was a
main dealer for many different marques, including
Mobylette, Excelsior and NSU (Quickly). Bill contiued
to run this most famous of shops in Grosvenor Rd,
Hanwell, W7, until retiring in 2018.

Over his working life, Bill amassed a huge collection
of wonderful machines, many of them rare and
significant Triumphs. They had been displayed, with
varying degrees of sucess in a variety of places –
Syon Park, The Spa Bath building in Matlock and
Riber Castle, but In 1997, Bill found the perfect site
for his collection and with strong suport he opened
the “London Motorcycle Museum” in Greenford,
which hosted thousands of visitors from home and
abroad until the withdrawal of crucial Council
funding in 2016, caused its eventual and
disappointing closure in the summer of 2018.
Bill Crosby was loved and admired by many and will
be sorely missed.

KEEPING IT TICKING OVER
I’m sure that like me, many of you will be looking to
your motorcycles to help you remain sane in these
unprecedented times. “Self Isolation” isn’t a new
phrase, it is a fairly accuarte description of what
many of us have been practising for years! Perphaps
we’ve all suddenly become trendy…………or, then
again, perhaps not!
Is there anyone around who can still help us to enjoy
our hobby? We took a quick (and somewhat
random) look around the trade. If you have any
updates on your favourite suppliers, please let us
know.
VMCC – This statements appears on the website,
“The Library and Office at Allen House are closed to
visitors until further notice, all other support and
services are operating normally at the moment. If
you have any questions on this please contact the

General Manager preferably by email.” I presume
that the mail order operation is temporarily shut
down as an earlier statement advises that staff are
working from home.
MOT testing – Government has offered this advice
"You do not need to do anything to extend your
vehicle’s MOT expiry date if it’s on or after 30 March
2020. If your MT was due before March 30th, you will
need to renew it. In any event, you must keep your
vehicle safe to drive.
Your vehicle will be automatically given a 6-month
MOT exemption. This will extend your current MOT
expiry date by 6 months."
If your vehicle tax is due, you can tax your vehicle as
soon as your MOT due date has been updated” The
government is allowing MOT centres and garages to
remain open. So you can still get an MOT if you need
your vehicle – presumably this extends to those
requiring a first MOT in order to get a new registartion
for a historic vehicle.
DVLA – Appears to be operating normally, there are
no notices on their website to suggest otherwise.
Brian Blandford Motorcycles – Leddington
Open for business, but on a “No contact” basis. you
must call before dropping anything off. Brian can
also collect by arrangement. - Tel 07989 927969
Mitch - Motor cycle engineer- Mordiford tel 07795
626031. Closed until April 6th and then open for
emergency work. Please phone before you travel.
D & R Motor Cycles 3 Rockfield Rd Hereford 01432
265526. Open at the moment with no intentions to
close. Please call before you travel.
Eric Rees Motorcycles, 52 Barton Rd Hereford
01432 266164. Continuing with MOT and service
work for the forseeable future.
Raw Power Motorcycles Unit 3, Red Barn Court
Westfields Trading Estate - 01432 850055
Open for MOTs, but operating a no contact policy –
call before you travel.
Redditich shot blasting and Powder Coating –
closed until further notice
Draganfly motorcycles – Operating more or less as
normal, but strictly no visitors. Being very proactive –
impressive.

M&P Direct - Phoenix Way, Gorseinon, Penllergaer,
Swansea SA4 9HN 01792 224400 – Retail shops
closed, but mail order operating as normal. Cardiff
and Swansea workshops and MOT centres are
currently open for essential repair and service work.
Advance bookings.
David Silver Unit 14, Master Lord Industrial Estate,
Station Rd, Leiston IP16 4JD
Operating 7 days a week with 50% of staff working
one day and 50% the next, to ensure social
distancing – “very busy”. Mail order only, no shop or
museum visitors.
Tricor Andy - 01432 82075. Open as usual, but strictly
no visitors – “very busy” - mail order only.

A QUIVERING WRECK

Bill Danks thinks that in these troubled times he’s
cracked the self isolaton and the exercising problem
for us over 70s…..”Take one Honda Camino, remove
the sparking plug and pedal like hell. Just ten
minutes and you’re a quivering wreck!

THE FLAT TANK INN

on the floor, as the sections of the garage
interlocked I decided to lay them on the floor and
lock them together, this also saved me trying to get
rid of it should I not have used it .So for less than £250
I had a watertight structure.
Whilst on an internet auction site one evening I put
a silly bid on a slate bedded pool table that I
thought I could use as a work bench when not
playing pool and to my amazement I was the
highest bidder.

So for less than a £500 build cost I now have a huge
shed with motorbikes, antiques and collectables
that I always try and improve on when stuff
becomes available.
The Flat Tank Inn is now classified as a pub shed in
many people’s eyes and, when I am able to, I hold
family parties and quiz nights for my chosen charity
(Midlands Air Ambulance)

The fascinating story of one of the finest “Man
Caves” I have ever seen is best told by its
owner/inventor/curator/landlord David Spruce.
“Back in 2015, I moved house and the new garden
had a unusable slope with a flat gravel area at the
bottom that I was not sure what to do with.
As I had so much stuff from my garage and
workshop move which included several motorbikes
I decided to use the space to store the stuff inside a
temporary Clarke garage, although I had also been
given a sectional concrete one as well that was put
to one side .
In a previous job as a lorry driver I called at a factory
in Corby one day I was parked next to a load of
used dexion racking and 10 uprights for an old
mezzanine floor. I had measured the stuff on my
break and asked the yard man what they were
doing with them. He took off to ask the factory
manager and to my surprise I was told if I could take
them out of the way today I could have the lot.
Anybody that knows me will know it didn’t take
many minutes to get the stuff fork lifted on my lorry
and rolling back down the M6 to home, I then had
to hand ball the lot off at home and then get back
to the yard as if nothing had come back with me .
Over a couple of weekends I had got a frame up
measuring about 4m wide by 6mt long. I acquired a
pallet of old used 8x4 ply to line the roof and I then
had to pay for the tin roofing sheets and bought a
second set of doors. The sectional concrete garage
came in to use now as I was not sure what to have

So with a pool table in the workshop I needed a desk
which happened to be high enough for the bar
stools I bought, a small fridge arrived and the optics
were given to me from the local British Legion club.
Now a shed name was required and as I have
ridden and owned vintage motorcycles for a long
time The Flat Tank Inn was named.
Sadly I now needed a 6 month break on my Flat
Tank Inn as I was building an extension to our house
and needed it finished for Christmas and also a new
kitchen needed to be fited for the same dead line.
It was not long afterwards before I was realising that
the 6mt x 4mt structure was not big enough.
With a pile of steelwork left over and a very
understanding wife – now with a new kitchen, I got
on with extending. Now at 12m long and 4m wide I
could not stretch it any further.
With enough of the racking left over to build a shelf
to store bikes on top of each other my private
museum was materialising.

We will show more pictures of David’s remarkable
creation in the next issue. If you can’t wait that long,
The Flat Tank Inn has its own Facebook page. You
really must take a look at it. A donation to Midlands
Air Ambulance would’t go amiss either!!!
https://www.facebook.com/Flat-Tank-Inn1343670355704892/
Updates and other stuff can
befound on our Facebook page – VMCC
Herefordshire section. Feel free to add your views.

